Welcome to the Land of Sunshine Okayama!

Try the wireless LAN and enjoy your Okayama trip with your smartphone in hand.

Free Wi-Fi @ Washu-Zan

Limited Time Offer

2/21 (Fri) ~ 3/23 (Sun)

Operational test of wifi environment construction utilising satellite broadband

Wireless LAN can be utilised in the areas below.

◆ Vicinity of the Washu-Zan Visitor Centre
◆ Vicinity of the Washu-Zan Rest House
◆ Vicinity of the Washu-Zan Number 2 Observation Deck

STEP 1 Select SSID and input the WPA/WPA2.
(SSID: washu-zan  WPA/WPA2: okayama012345)

STEP 2 Fill in the survey
(If the survey cannot be viewed, please scan the QR Code)

Connect to the internet!!

~Attention~
● Use of this wireless LAN connection is on condition of an understanding of the security threats inherent to wireless communication, and is done so at the user's own risk.
● The maximum connection speed is 4Mbps, however this may vary depending on network traffic and conditions.
● While this wireless LAN connection is equipped with regular security measures, including WEP encryption, please be aware that the specifications are such that it is able to be utilised freely by anyone.
● Any damage incurred through the use of this service is in no way the responsibility of the service provider or operators.
● Use of this service is free, but all charges incurred through the use of paid online services are the responsibility of the user.
● Please direct enquiries regarding operation to The Promotion Meeting of Okayama High Performance Information. (TEL: 086-292-1123)

[Cooperating Organisations]
Kurashiki City Tourism Division/COTEC Corporation/NDS Corporation/Nextech Co., Ltd./Jade Corp./Washu-Zan Visitor Centre/Washu-Zan Rest House
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